and of the authors [8-lo] has pointed out that the study of the differential geometric and analytic nature of a smooth 4-manifold in the guise of the study of Yang-Mills connections yields new and surprising results. This is surely no accident. In this paper we will begin to place under the umbrella of Yang-Mills theory many of the earlier results in 4-manifolds which utilize invariants arising from the G-signature theorem and we will generalize these results.
Our main result concerns rational homology cobordisms of spherical space forms. Let W' be a compact smooth 4-manifold with boundary components d,, . . , Zp which are spherical space forms and suppose that W4 has the rational homology of a p-punctured sphere.
To any character x: H,( W4; Z)-U(1) we associate three integers G( W4, ,Y), p( If', x)
and p( W4, x) as follows. Each boundary component dj of W4 is a quotient of S3 by a finite group Gj acting orthogonally on S' and which extends to an orthogonal action on D' fixing the origin. For g E Gj, let rj(g) and sj(g) denote the rotation angles of the action of g on D ' . Let xj= d*: H,(d,; Z)-U( 1) wherej is the inclusion of d, into WA. The character 1 determines a flat SO(2) bundle L, over W4 which when restricted to a boundary component Zj is the SO (2) bundle S3 x S'/Gj+S3/Gj where Gj acts on S3 as above and acts on S' via the representation xj: H,(?j; :)-U(l). For g E Gj, let tj(g) denote the rotation angle of this action of g on S'. Let e, E H2( W'; Z) denote the [3] , using our work [9] . Also, in section 6 we will show that Here is an outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1 which is carried out in 52-5. Let Y be the rational homology manifold obtained by coning off each boundary component of It". This is a V-manifold in the sense of [ 13,143. The character x determines a flat SO(3) vector bundle over W" which extends to a flat SO(3) V-bundle E over X. As pointed out by Lawson [1.5-J. our work [9] can be recast in the framework of V-manifolds and V-vector bundles. (In fact, this is the way we first proved our main theorem in [9] .) So in 92 we recall the relevant material from [9] and [lS] to study the self-dual connections in E. In 93 we compute the formal dimension of the moduli space ofself-dual connections in E, which turns out to be the odd integer R( W4, x) = -3 + p( W4, 2) + C( W4, x). We also compute the formal dimension of the moduli space of anti-self-dual V-connections in E to be the odd integer S( W'.z)= -3 + p( W4, x) -a( W4, x). In particular we show that it is compact and discuss the reducible flat connections that correspond to connections with S' isotropy. We then show in $5 that if either R( W", x) or S( W4, x) is positive, then p( W4, ,Y) = 0 mod 2, which directly implies our theorem.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is elementary in the sense that it does not require any of the hard analysis in [9] arising from the compactness results of Uhlenbeck [16, 171 . The moduli space of flat connections is compact for rather trivial reasons. The key observation is that a flat connection is both self-dual and anti-self-dual and the dimension of the appropriate moduli space of these connections can be computed, and compared, using the index theorem of Kawasaki [14] . This rational homology manifold is a Vmanifold in the sense of [13, 14] . The local uniformizing system consists of a manifold cover for W4 union an open exterior collar on aX together with one copy of intD* for each boundary component dj with Gj acting orthogonally, extending the action of Gj on S' radially. For g E Gj, let r,(g) and s,(g) denote the rotation angles of the action of g on D4.
A character %: Since our bundle E is flat, any V Ej/is also anti-self-dual. We can then perform the above analysis for anti-self-dual connections. replacin g -by + where appropriate. In particular, we have for VE.~ the elliptic complex o-tno(~,)-*n'(~,)-~~(~~)+ -0 whose index we denote by J(V). In the next section we will show that J(V)=S( ~I~',x). as in [9] . Adding these together we get PROPOSITION 
I(V)=dim
Hi-dim JIG--dim H$,_ =R(W4, x).
As our flat connection V is also anti-self-dual, we can compute the index J(V) of the elliptic Hermitian. The signature of Hermitian form is a( W4; ;c) (see [2] ).
$1. THE MODULI SP.ACE OF FLAT COSNECTIONS
As a general closed V-manifold X is the orbit space of a G-manifold M, M a closed manifold and G a compact Lie group acting on M with only finite isotropy subgroups and of trivial principal orbit type, and a V-bundle over X isjust a G-bundle over M, many theorems for manifolds carry over to V-manifolds. For our purposes we need the following lemmas.
LEMMA 4.1. Let X be a 4-dimensional closed V-manifold and E ajlat SO(3) bundle orer X. A connection V in E is,flat if and only ifit is self-dual if and only ifit is anti-self-dual.
Proof: If X were a closed manifold and E a vector bundle, the Chern-Weil theory shows 
. Let X be a 4-dimensional closed V-manifold and E afrat SO(3) V-bundle otter X. Then the moduli space _& of self-dual connections and the moduli space _Nof anti-self-dual connections in E are compact (and equal).
Recall that our vector V-bundle E is the Whitney sum of the vector V-bundle L, and the trivial ?<I-bundle E over X and that e, E H*( W4; Z) is the Euler class of_&/ W". We call L, @ E a reduction of E. Given another flat R2 V-bundle over X, let e,EH2( ti; Z) denote the Euler class of LI W4. PROPOSITION For the rest of the section recall that we are assuming that W4 has the rational homology of a punctured 4-sphere.
L, @ E is equicalent (as a V-bundle) to L @ E if and only if

PROPOSITIOK 4.5. Suppose that some Hz( W4, ~3~; Z) has no 2-torsion. Then, up to orientation, the number of reductions of E is ,u( W4, x).
Proof We have the exact sequence
O+H*( W4, aj)-H'( W") c HZ(aj)+H3( W4,zj)+@(~V4),
As H'( W', Zj; Z) has no 2-torsion, it is odd torsion so every element in the kernel ofj* is twice another element. Also eE H*( W") and -e determine the same reduction up to orientation.
The result now follows from Proposition 4.4. W (1) with image the cyclic group of order k", for some a, with x=x'j*. The character z' determines a flat SO(Z) bundle over W4 which when restricted to L(k2, q) is the SO(2) bundle (S3 x S')iZkZ. Here g E Sk2 acts on S3 with rotation angles 2ns/k2 and 2nsqik', for some s, and q. both prime to k, and acts on S1 with rotation angle 2xrs/k, for some r. By appropriately choosing the representation of 5, into U(l), we can realize any 0 <r < k -1. We now apply Theorem 1.1 to the character rx'.
PROPOSITIOW 4.6. Suppose thatfbr some j, H'( W4, c?~; Z) has no 2-torsion and the image of xj is not of order two. Then E is not isomorphic as a V-bundle to L @ q where L is an O(2) V-bundle and 4 is a non-orientable
Now let e=e,,. and note that in H' (L(k', q) ), J '*e has order k>2.
Recall that ~1( rt', t-a')= # {e'~ H"(W')/j*e'= +-j*e)/{ -e'-e').
So if Offs H'(W, Z)= ker j*, then the elements ( + ekf> account for 2 in the count of p( W, r~'). (Note e# -e.) Also if i_f# + g E ker j*, then f e +f# + e f g (since if e +f= -e + g then 2e E ker j*, but j*e has order greater than 2). Thus p( W, rx') = 2( (ker j* I-1) + 1 is odd. Thus Theorem l.l(ii) implies [1] shows that these lens spaces are diffeomorphic.
Homology cobordisms of lens spaces
H
